Course: ONLINE Botanical Drawing II
Instructor: Melissa Fabian
Instructor’s email: wildroseld@gmail.com

You will need these supplies prior to the first class: found with various supplies.

**Basic Drawing Supplies**
- Graphite Pencils... 3B, 2B, HB, H, 2H and any additional grades you like to work with.
- Sketch Pad 11” x 14”
- Hot Press watercolor paper 140# Pad or Block
- Small pad of tracing paper
- Kneaded eraser

**Additional Supplies – you may have already. Not brand-specific, use what you have, or order if needed.**
- White plastic pencil eraser, pencil-shape and/or block type.
- Firm, smooth surface, portable drawing board or large clip board that will fit 11” x 14” paper.
- White Drafting or Blue Painter’s tape (any brand is fine)
- 12 or 18 inch Ruler (wood, metal or plastic) Clear plastic right triangles of various sizes are helpful.
- Pencil sharpener, electric, battery or hand-held or hand-crank... the Blackwing 2 hand held gives a very good point.

**Optional**
- Tombo Mono Zero mini eraser
- X-acto knife
- Hand held or wearable-type magnifiers.